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Education
Sep 2021–
April 2025

Bachelor of Science, Computer Sciences,
University of Saskatchewan, Saskatoon, SK, Canada.

Sep 2017–
July 2021

Ontario Secondary School Diploma,
Bluevale Collegiate Institute, Waterloo, ON, Canada.

Leadership Experience
Dec 2021–

Present
Executive Team Member, Al Amal Humanitarian Club.
{ Vera Preza Award for Best Club on Campus (2021-2022)
{ Youth in Philanthropy Award (2022)

Jan 2020–
March 2021

Founder, Sukoon Clothing.
{ Founded and built a clothing brand with a humanitarian mission, successfully financing over 2100 meals for

Syrian children.
{ Instagram: @sukoon_clothing

Nov 2020–
April 2021

Founder, My Future.
{ Founded and led a career guidance initiative for high school students, organizing monthly conferences with

local industry leaders to provide valuable insights and mentorship.
{ Instagram: @myfutu.re

Nov 2017–
May 2020

Flight Sergeant, Royal Canadian Air Cadet Squadron, 530 HAVOC.
{ Graduated with the rank of Flight Sergeant, leading a flight and demonstrating significant leadership and

organizational skills. Actively taught classes to cadets in levels 1 and 2, showcasing my ability in mentorship
and education.

{ Most Improved Senior NCO Award (2020)

Professional Experience
Dec 2023–

Present
Data Analyst, TELUS International Data and AI Solutions.
{ Remote Data Analyst utilizing strong research skills, English proficiency, and in-depth knowledge of Canadian

culture and geography to foster Artificial Intelligence accuracy and efficiency.
Sep 2023–

Present
Pharmacy Assistant, Shoppers Drug Mart.
{ Developed a strong commitment to patient care, enhancing my skills in medication dispensing, empathetic

communication and collaborative teamwork, fostering a foundation in healthcare excellence.
July 2019–
Aug 2021

Cashier/Merchandiser, Shoppers Drug Mart.
{ Managed cashier and merchandising duties, honing customer service skills and attention to detail in a fast-paced

retail environment.
Sep 2018–
Aug 2021

Pharmacy Assistant/Delivery Driver, AlphaMed Pharmacy.
{ Actively engaged in the pharmacy’s day-to-day operations, including preparing medications and blister packs,

managing inventory, and assisting with patient inquiries.
{ As a key member of a growing business, occasionally delivered prescriptions ensuring a high level of patient

service, highlighting my commitment to patient satisfaction and reliability.
Oct 2019–

January 2021
Instructor/Lifeguard, City of Kitchener.
{ Conducted comprehensive training for students in first aid and CPR, creating tailored lesson plans and scenarios

to ensure readiness for various emergencies.
{ Adapted teaching methods to effectively engage and educate swimmers of all ages.
{ Provided leadership and maintained composure in high-stress situations, showcasing crisis management skills.
{ Served as a lifeguard, emphasizing responsibility and vigilance in ensuring public safety.
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June 2017–
Sep 2017

Door-to-Door Sales Representative, Canadian Property Stars.
{ Working in a rigorous, commission-based role, I navigated 12-hour shifts, physically maneuvering a heavy cart

for driveway sealing services.
{ This experience honed my resilience, physical stamina, work ethic and persuasive communication skills.

Internships
Dec 2023–

Present
Natural Language Processing Developer, Ubineer.
{ Collaborating in a team to algorithmically parse unstructured data using NLP techniques.
{ This data is then incorporated into machine learning models to predict fluctuations and provide in-depth

analysis of stocks for investors and stakeholders.
Oct 2022–
Nov 2022

User Interface/User Experience Design Beta Tester, ArcProMedia Inc.
{ This role involved beta testing, researching applicable designs and developing marketing strategies for ’Studental’,

a service for assisting students with dental appointments.
{ Conducted user experience evaluation, designed targeted social media content and conducted market research,

sharpening my strategic planning skills, creative design and market analysis.

Certifications
{ Standard First Aid and CPR C
{ LSS National Lifeguard
{ LSS Swim Instructor
{ LSS Emergency Instructor

Technical Skills
Languages Arabic (Native), English (Bilingual Proficiency), German (Elementary Proficiency)

Programming Python, Java, C, Bash
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